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It was 1898. Arthur Lewin-Funcke, a rising young artist in Berlin, had
just created a bronze sculpture bust of a young boy with highly
characterized expression. He named the sculpture, simply, Knabenbuste. In
the coming years, Lewin-Funcke went on to study art at the Julien
Academy in Paris, to establish the Berlin Workshop for Painting and
Sculpting (which, at one point became embroiled in a scandalous episode
concerning nude models – he was exonerated by the local decency
commission) and then, sometime about 1908 he became acquainted with a
certain Franz Reinhardt. The details of their meeting are not known, but
soon thereafter, Lewin-Funcke showed Reinhardt the bronze sculpture that
he had created in 1898.

It was this sculpture that Franz Reinhardt, the Reinhardt of Kammer
and Reinhardt, commissioned to be transformed into a doll. The sculptur e
became the doll identified as K*R 102. The K*R 102 was the thir d model
from their art character series.

It is now well established that a fervent movement was underway about
1908 to re-invent the doll, to transform it from a pretty idealized object into
a personification of a real child, one with “character”. This is certainly tr ue.

Although Simon and Halbig produced
character doll heads for other firms
including the rare Kammer and Reinhardt
art reform series, there are only three
character dolls that bear their sole initials.
Shown on the left is the 24” model marked
“S&H 152”, and believed to be a portrait of
the young German social reformer and
intellectual Rosa Luxenburg. The character
boy on the right is marked “S&H 153” and
was made for one year only in 1910. 

Jumeau introduced a series of art character
dolls about 1892, first appearing as heads
for automaton makers, and then as dolls.
The models continued to be made until
1899, although always only on special
commission, explaining their great rarity
today. The 22” doll shown here is model
208. He is holding a Polichinelle figure
with a bisque art character head modeled
for Eliza Prevost, the final owner of the
Huret firm, 1908.

The Long Life and Many Faces
of the Character Doll  by Florence Theriault

German dollmakers tried to encourage public
interest in their art character dolls by r e-
introducing glass sleeping eyes. This wistful
model, 2033  537, known as “Wendy” by Bruno
Schmidt, is a superb example that blends
wistful characterization with an idealistic
portrayal of a beautiful child. 

What is the line between portraiture and
character in a doll? This 25” model by
Pierre-Francois Jumeau begs that question.
We see serenity matched with nobility, we
wonder as to its inspiration. 

The Long Life and Many Faces
of the Character Doll  by Florence Theriault
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Kammer and Reinhardt’s third model
from their art character series was based
upon a sculpture by Berlin artist Arthur
Lewin-Funcke. Although the sculpture
was first created in 1898, it was not until
1908 that the actual doll was made. 
The 22” doll is extremely rare.  

In an exceptional 22” size, the young boy
by Gebruder Heubach with wonderfully
detailed forehead curl, has downcast lips
that are complemented by frowning eyes.

Their prolific output has earned the firm of Armand
Marseille a somewhat common label. But aside
from their popular dolly models, the firm also
created a very limited and artful series of painted
eye art character children such as this 17” doll
marked only A 5 M.

The doll created by Marion Kaulitz of
Germany is known as the “Munich
Art Doll”. The artist is considered an
instrumental figure in promoting the
art character doll reform movement in
Germany in the early 20th century.
This 19” example was purchased by
its original owner, an American child,
who was attending school in Munich
in 1910, and is perfectly preserved,
evincing a realistic childlike
expression, according to the dictates
of Kaulitz’ design. 

Jumeau’s model 203 from his 200 art
character series seems to beckon with
a delighted anticipatory smile. The
model, circa 1892, preceded the
German art reform movement of 1908
by 16 years.

For about five years, from 1908 until
1912, the doll scene was awash with
character models, expressing every
conceivable childhood mood from
wistfulness to anger, from impishness to
crying, from pouty to pert. This doll
scene was named “art reform”.

Some doll scholars contend that 1908
was the beginning of this movement, and
that it was centered in Germany. It is
certainly true that a wave of character
dolls began at this time and that a
concentration point was in Germany. And
it is certainly true that the movement was
philosophically-based rather than
market-based; it was the psychologist
and the artist who urged the design of
dolls based on real children, rather than
the parent buying a doll for a child. 

But this is not the complete picture.
Character dolls existed outside of
Germany. By 1908 both France and
America had developed a doll industry
with a focus on the character doll. In
France, there was the commercial maker,
SFBJ, whose catalog named these realistic
dolls “bebes a tete caracterisee”. And there
was the fevered movement within the
elite French art community that became
known as the “Renaissance of the French
Doll”, calling upon established sculptors
and painters such as Poulbot, Van Rozen,
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Two splendid
arguments for
the concept of
the doll as art
form are these
remarkably
sculpted models
by Gebruder
Heubach. The
detail of
sculpting extends
to depth of hair
detail, intaglio
modeling of eyes
within modeled
eye sockets, rich
definition of
mouth and lips. 

Portrait or character? Where is the line drawn?
This stunningly beautiful and rare 23” French
bisque poupee is from a series of African
royalty designed by Pierre-Francois Jumeau,
circa 1878, probably for Exhibition purposes. Few firms

achieved the
artistry of
Gebruder
Heubach. Their
doll models
often appear as
though
individually
hand-sculpted
so realistic was
the expression
and texture.
Here a delighted
girl peers at
some unseen
surprise, while
her boy partner
is a bit wary. 

With slender facial modeling of an adult, and
bright intelligent expression, the doll is a
realistic character model. It was made by Fritz
Bierschenk, a late arrival on the doll scene, who
deposed only two models of dolls, this 616
model in 1910, and a baby doll with painted
eyes. The 18” doll is quite rare. 

Milliere, and Marque to become involved in the design of dolls based
upon real children. In America, doll makers ranging from Horsman to
Schoenhut were busily involved in the design of character dolls, too.

And character dolls had existed long before 1908. One could look to
the extraordinary faces of Neopolitan figures, although these were not
strictly speaking play dolls, to see 18th century examples of
characterization in dolls. The double-faced bebe of Br u certainly evinced
dual moods of childhood in 1880, and it could be ar gued that the wistful
expression of the Bebe Triste of Jumeau was certainly as characterized as
the Mein Liebling of Kammer and Reinhardt. During the 1890’s a strong
wave of characterization swept through the doll field, ranging from the
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The bisque dolls
of Gebruder
Heubach not
only evinced a
realistic mood
by modeling of
the mouth, but
carried the
sculpture to
completion
with rich
modeling of the
cheeks and eyes.

Many of the
bisque dolls
created by
Gebruder
Heubach were
inspired by the
modeling of
that firm’s
popular piano
babies. The
head that
appeared on a
piano baby
could be
adapted with
socket neck, and
re-invented as a
doll, here a
most appealing
crying toddler. 

Character dolls were introduced by many, many firms. 
On the left is a rare closed mouth example, commissioned by
the New York doll import firm of Bawo and Dotter, and on
the right is a 16” bisque character doll, model 1 12, by
Kammer and Reinhardt. 

Simon and Halbig’s 
150 model portrays a
slender-faced older
child with features
that are handsome and
idealized as well as
highly characterized.
He is 15”.

pouty-faced children of the Sonneberg makers, to the extremely
characterized children of the 200 series of Emile Jumeau. And, in
fact, the model for the K*R 102 doll had been sculpted back in
1898, some ten years before its appearance as a “new style” doll.

What seems to have made the 1908 movement dif ferent than
earlier character doll trends was the insistence upon naming it
“art reform”. This was not simply a new design, but it was
sound psychology, based upon new studies of the child,
according to its proponents. 
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The French artist Van Rozen, famous for
her bronze sculptures of cats and soldiers,
was called upon by the French doll
community to sculpt a doll during the
movement known as the Renaissance of the
French Doll, circa 1915. The dolls are very
rare and each appears to be hand-modeled
so detailed is the sculpted design.

The 24” bisque doll from the Jumeau art
character series of 1892 is marked 210 and
is a previously undocumented model.
Look closely at the detail of facial
sculpting and how it is enhanced by artful
painting of clown features. 

The double-faced bebe by Leon Casimir Bru,
circa 1880, evinces great character expression
on both faces that includes sculpting detail
as well as complexion. 

It may have been sound
psychology, but it was poor
marketing. A critical review of a
1910 exhibit of character dolls
noted, “Here is finally someone who
has succeeded in linking realism and
beauty”. The review of the doll
shops was different. After only a
few weeks they reported “Character
dolls do not sell very well”. By 1914,
the results were in, and according
to a review written at that time
”The character dolls were a big error
by artists and manufacturers. 
The public has refused them with
astonishing unanimity and today they
have disappeared from the scene.”

Were these dolls ahead of their
time, or simply out of step?
Whatever the reason, the public’s
refusal of them at their time has
resulted in their great rarity today.
How that came about is told in
German Doll Studies by Marianne
and Jurgen Cieslik, “The warehouses
in the porcelain and doll factories, and
the shelves in the toy stores were piled
high with unsold character dolls”. The
Ciesliks went on to quote a 1914
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Gebruder Heubach’s early character dolls
are notable for very expressive character
features that are enhanced by a modeling
that appears virtually hand-pressed. Not
only are the eyes intaglio carved for realism,
but the actual eye sockets are defined. 

Left, the 1898
sculpture of
Arthur Lewin-
Funcke was made
into two models
of character dolls
by Kammer and
Reinhardt. Model
102 had sculpted
hair, just as the
original sculpture,
and this, model
107, was designed
to have a wig.
Both models are
exceptionally rare. 

Right, a rare
model from the
Kestner art
character series
is marked 191.
The eyes are
highly defined
with sculpted
sockets. 

During the Eliza Prevost ownership of the old Huret firm she introduced a series of
art character dolls, in a style influenced by adult fashions of the early 20th century .
Three models of these art character dolls ar e shown here.

newspaper report that explains
why so few of the early character
dolls survived and why they are
now so rare and so expensive, 
“and in the warehouses of the factories,
thousands and thousands of doll heads
were smashed without mercy, making it
a giant heap of broken bisque.”

Whatever their popularity with
children or their parents, character
dolls lead in favor with today’s
collectors. Created in major doll
centers throughout Europe and
America, character dolls have
emerged, disappeared and then 
re-emerged in a continuing cycle
throughout the 19th and 20th
centuries. Important models of the
doll as art form, often ahead of
their contemporary buying market,
these rare dolls are understandably
sought after by today’s collectors. 

The dolls shown in the article are
from the extraordinary antique doll
collection of Lucy Morgan, to be
auctioned by Theriault’s on January 7,
2006. For details concerning the
auction see www.theriaults.com, 
call 800-638-0422 or see the ad on 
the inside front cover. 


